
Feedback form for the course on Emerging technology and business model innovation (Feedback 
obtained from 52 students)

Score Ideal score.

Part I. Course Design & Structure

A. Overall. 
1=too heavy, 
7= too light

The overall course design and structure was 3.30 3.50

B. Pace. 
1=too fast, 7= 

too slow 

The pace of the course was 3.38 3.50

C. Relevance 1= relevant 7 = 
irrelevant

The course structure 1.85 1.00
D. Case Discussions 1= low, 7=high

1.1. Relevancy 5.84 7.00
1.2. Learnings from the cases 5.98 7.00
1.3. Quality of Discussion 5.86 7.00
1.4. Overall Experience 5.51 7.00

Part II. Faculty
A. Faculty conducting the course 1= low, 7=high

1.1 With professionalism 6.46 7.00
1.2. Passion/Enthusiasm 6.75 7.00
1.3. Competency 6.48 7.00
1.4. Explaining/Illustrating Concepts 6.40 7.00
1.5. Conducting class discussions effectively 6.21 7.00

1= low, 7=high

2.0  Overall, I enjoyed and benefitted from  the course 6.34 7.00

2.1. Would you recommend this course to subsequent batches? Yes = 100%
2.2. Would you recommend this faculty to subsequent batches? Yes = 100%



Qualitative feedback
Q1. What were your key takeaways from the course? (list maximum 3)

Understood the beauty of innovation
Motivated to start my venture sometime.
Able to undertand many new concepts in technology
Motivational, will connect with the Professor with my working business models
Thoroughly enjoyed the discussions
Learnt how to proceed with innovations
Entirely new way to analyse the cases
Understand disruptive innovations and technology
Importance of business models
Imagination and think simple
Good ideas
Nice cases have helped learning and understanding business models
Inspiration to start my own business asap
New trends in tech market
Money making ideas and motivation
Keeping up with latest trends will aid my direction of thinking
Challenging self with dilemma that are faced by large companies and coming out with ideas in a short span of time readies me for the corporate
Good to know about a lot of start-ups
Gained knowledge of how innovation can be discovered
The lean and big bang articles gave a lot of insights
Applications of Aadhar
There is no age or technical barrier for innovation.
Follow your passion, don’t wait for the right time. the right time is always now
I feel like starting my own mobile app start-up. It is doable now.
Learning new technology
Broadened my thinking
Starting a start-up is not difficult or impossible
Importance of lean
How to come up with a business model
Disruptive thinking/innovation
Technological drive of a problem
Analyze and stretch business model
Think beyond a case/discussion
Made me think innovatively - pushed me to think new technologies
Business use of new technologies
Inspired to have my own venture
It is one of the best classes that I have attended.
Learnt about new technologies
How thinking differently and out of the box to innovate.
How to start an innovative business
How to design business  models
What it takes to be innovative
Need to experiment. How to go about experimenting.
Tech start-ups are the drivers of change. I can be a driver of change.
Learnt a lot about latest technologies  and business models
Extremely helpful in learning and understanding new technologies
Enjoyed the case learnings. Made good sense.
Total motivational and inspirational class that helped us to think beyond boundaries
Thinking creative and innovative
Recent trends and technologies
Only course which made me think out of the box
Relevant cases to the present era.
How disruptive innovation can change the market
Lean working
Keeping up with emerging technologies
Made me think innovatively. Will soon implement my idea.
Become aware of disruptive technologies. They can change the world
Made me think innovatively
Technologuy opens avenues that some of us don't even think they ever existed.
It is very important to stay up-to-date with latest tech.
Disruption is a way of life and so is Lean
Got insights into the business innovations happening currently in the tech sector.
Inculcated fresh enthusiasm about starting my own new venture
While doing research on first assignment got to know a lot of interesting new ventures
Technology is essential for strategy formulation nowadays
Business model is critical not business plan
Getting the right model takes time. Busilding the business is easy
Exposed to current and emerging technologies
Difference between traditional and disruptive business models
Just what I was looking for — a kickstart to start my own business with innovation
Innovation begins at the convergence of market need and scenarios in technology.
Lean management with agile methodology is way to build a successful project.
There are lots of opportunities to exploit
Excuses are for people, not for thinkers
Lots of contemporary knowledge - like Aadhar, business model mapping, BB innovations etc.  I liked the business model mapping for the 
simplicityExreme level of encouragement for the entreprenurial mindset.
This course made me dream big. That’s the biggest part of it.
In my sphere you have to keep abreast of latest trends
I should at least try to establish my own venture in my area.
Get ideas of start-ups. Why they succeed and why they fail.
How to start and implement an idea
Either make money or make excuses
be passionate about the work or quit
Lean is a mindset, it is a philosophy
Technological innovations which are relevant
Interesting course should be happening not so fast. it gives students time to prepare well.
Finding abut new business ideas
Getting exposure about not well read technologies.
Forced me to think about new ideas and innovation
Developed the ability to think about questioning the regular concepts being taught in MBA
Encouraging in terms of taking the leap of faith w.r.t. ideas and implementation
New technologies
How new technologies can disrupt.
Cases discussed were good
Look for interesting developments
How new start-ups work
Various frameworks
Real life examples of technological implementation was very relevant.
Importance of innovation and it is achievable.
Relevance of IT in business models
Got fresh enthusiasm to start-up ideation
Forced me to think out of the box
Market insight + tech disrruption
Business models
Bring out new ideas.
Confidence that things can be done
Brilliant examples to get inspired.
You can always disrupt with innovation
Enteprenurial spirit and passion
Latest technological trends



Qualitative feedback

Q1. Any comments on the course design and structure (list maximum 3 points)

Excellent

Quality was very high but some cases were stretched

Mostly helpful

Some technology were already aware of us

Was good

Short duration of course doesn’t help

Articles don’t really teach much

Cases chosen were excellent

Non text book approach made it exciting

Explanatory with good live examples

Meaningful and practical

Sequential thinking

Good course, one of the best courses, Challenges the mental paradigm

Course is beautifully designed to promote entrepreneurship

Got to know the latest technology trends and the insights.

Good

Some more variety in cases from divers industries

Extremely relevant in today’s times

Uncoventional design

Well structured

Some videos about innovative ideas should also be shown

Articles like Aadhar, Redbus and big bang innovation were too good

Should include videos as well

Lots of inspiring stuff in the course

Structure of course is good

The course should be there in the starting of the course so that we get time to think to create ideas

Very well designed and thought provoking course

Contemporary topics- lots of tech insights, historical record discussed at length

Cases are full of new dimensions. Specifically I should mention Aadhar card case

Drawing on the board beforehand saves time and increased attention from the first

Extremely good content

Relevant to the practical scenarios

Excellent course

Please add a few insights about how the audience should implement the ideas on the ground

Please continue to support the students

Excellent. In line with the course purpose

Case studies re more relevant

Structured

Structured effectively

Cases were highly relevant and aided in explaining the concepts well

All topics were contemporary

Preparation of slides was excellent

Diagrammatic representation and analysis on the board was so simple and creative that it made learning experience all the more better

Well designed and properly structured

Perfect case studies

Indian scenario business ideas

Perfect flow

Very rightly paced, new insights about amazing start-ups started in last few years

Good mixture of cases and discussions

Can be made as a core course

More case studies and practical examples

Very good stuff with insightful cases

Very relevant

Better cases could have been shared

Additional readings were perfect and extremely interesting

Some videos could have made the course more interesting

Perfect

Second assignment should be in interested topic instead of just 1 case

Cases and the discussions were very helpful

Articles providing insights into home innovation affecting the market

Cases were very good and discussion was excellent

Slide contents — to the point

Articles shared were really good and interesting

Very fast. Could have been a bit spread out for 30-40 hours

May add new ideas from india

Good structure. Good case discussions. Structured assignment.

Examples were in-depth and knowledgable

Effective personal examples

Requires hackathorn

Good course structure. Best articles and cases - Was able to share with others and share the knowledge

Very innovative course

Very well structured. The enthusiasm with which the course was delivered was amazing

Cases and readings were excellent and relevant

Neatly designed. Relevant and eye-opener

Great

Good

Content was good but pace was a little too fast

Everything else was exceptional



Any comments on the faculty (list maximum 3 points)

Knowledgable on technology. Practical approach

The very fact that faculty wants students to come out with ideas is brilliant

Open, well informed

Excellent. Best faculty.

Great.

Perfect pace with lots of examples

Highly professional. Full of illustrations and examples. Enthusiastic.

One of the best.

Good conviction. Great content. It is by far the best class that I have attended.

Redefines professionalism rather than “professiorism”.  Gives best feedback/criticism

Motivational. Effective speaker. Knowledgable.

Passionate and intense

Highly updated and knowledgable with the latest technology and information

Knows the subject well and connects with the audience well

Very enthusiastic. Passionate.

Very enthusiastic

Very clear about what he wants the class to take away from each session

Creates enthusiasm. His love for emerging trends is very contagious

Very strict. Can be slightly more friendly :)

Expertise. Passionate. Illustrations are useful

Very passionate. Clear in concepts. Explanations with illustrations

Highly professional to the point. Very good examples shows his involvement on the subject. Voice is a plus.

He made our lives difficult but at the end we learnt something. He made us change the way we think.

Very passionate. Very dedicated.

Good communication. Thinking prompter. Technically sound.

Highly knowledgable regarding the course and aware of most of the developments which makes interaction in class interesting

Very passionate. Gives honest feedback and suggestions to improve. Well improved.

Provokes students to think. Broadened my thought process.

Encouraging and enthusiastic

Excellent communication and clarity. Excellent knowledge delivered.

Good communication. Confidence level was very high. 

Spoke relevant details in clear and crisp manner

Orator - fantastic. Content and illustrator - excellent. Professionalism at par with the class

tremendous knowledge on the technologies

Extremely up to date. Passionate. Very relevant in terms of technology.

Always to the point. Should hep students in boosting their morale.

One of the best professors in terms of articulation skills. Strong technical knowledge. Exemplification really impressive

Illustration with examples

I appreciate the level of knowledge you have.

His classes are more like fun

He encourages and appreciates the ideas

Great passion, energy and content. Right mix of professionalism

I would highly appreciate feedback on the presentations given wrt the flaw and holes and aspects of improvement

Very structured way of teaching

Extremely good and professional in communication. Very good to ensure that there is no junk participation in class.

Very sharp and to the point. Helps to motivate and think differently

Good, reachable

Very enthusiastic

Should not shot down ideas

Thought provoking. Very engaged and encourages discussion.

Enthusiastic, supportive. A nice guide (genuine)

Good energy, enthusiasm. Challenges your thinking bandwidth

Loved the faculty

Passionate and enthusiastic/ 

Beautiful delivery of concepts

Good. Helped us gain key insights

Very passionate about business innovation

Conveyed the message clearly. Motivated me to start with my ideas

Passion towards technology.

Working as hard as us to make the course relevant

Well versed in his area. Passion towards technology enthused me to think about things too

Great experiences shared. Logical flow of concepts. Detailed explanation.



Anything else you would like to say to the faculty (list maximum 3 points)

I enjoyed the course. Your enthusiasm is inspiring

Sir, It was a pleasure listening and learning from you. The passion towards emerging technology is evident and rubs off 
on us.

The Aadhar case rocked. Simply because of the way you explained tin. Surprisingly I did all the pre-reads for this course

Brilliantly designed. Perfect flow

Good course

Mr. Subba Iyer is very passionate and he really made us think. 

He taught us how to think, not what to think and course delivery was just beautiful

Sir, can take a course on entrepreneurship next year. Highly motivating course

Give me more time for the project. 

Do something. Implement this project throughout 1 year in Great Lakes instead of other projects

Start an idea workshop to engage students in imaginative thinking

Awesome Class

More examples of start-ups that failed

PERFECT is the only word

Better to do 2 relatively similar cases than stretch one case for long.

Nicely designed course

It was a great course. I attended your previous course as well and in the end I am really happy that I did

Keep up the passion and enthusiasm

A generous person brings a lot of passion and energy to the class.

In my 26 years of life, I have not seen a better designed course

Most relevant and latest content

Highly recommended course. Students will lose a lot if he is not teaching

One of the best courses attended so far. Hats off to the amount of knowledge acquired by the faculty

The idea of hackathorn is very relevant and a must. Include more business models

Please.. keep it up.

Brilliantly designed course. Wonderfully executed. Please have a hackathorn instead of assignments

Thank you for taking the time and helping us with the presentation

Honestly this has been the only course which made me think and brought the true essence of the MBA program. Highly 
inspiring and motivating

Bring in more real world examples from india and the risks involved

Can increase the number of cases

Can bring a person who has innovatively done for one session

Covered all important aspects

Absolutely fine

Continous class makes it difficult to comprehend some of the concepts. Duration of the course can be extended

Am thankful for those insights

Some more articles can be shared as the quality of those that were shared were amazing.

Good examples week shared and this can be aided wit videos and classroom activities

Some more case studies could be added

A book on innovation should be added as reading material.

Write more blogs and articles.

Please continue with this course always. Your style of teaching is very good.

No flaws or improvement needed. enjoyed it.

Good design. Relevant cases and description

Thank you. I have friends who have that start up mentality. I am risk averse. But they do want me to work with them. The 
course has made me rethink about career options

The assignments need to be spaced properly to give due attention/

Excellent content of the course and mode of teaching


